
YANG STYLE TAI CHI CHI KUNG
        {Extracts from a forth coming Training Manual}

This is a brief overview and introduction to a training in the methods of 
Yang Style Tai Ji Qigong, or 'Yang Shi Tai Ji Qigong. This is also sometimes 
known as 'Yang Shi Ba Duan Jin' or 'Yang Style Eight Pieces of Brocade'. 

A vast array of Qigong methods are now available, but many are basic 
‘Health’ or ‘Medical’ Qigong's, or only parts of larger systems{and even then 
quite diluted versions}. They often can do little to provide the novice nor the 
seasoned practitioner with great developmental possibilities. This Qigong or 
Neigong, and the others from the earlier Chang and Chen traditions, and 
later Wu styles{which have some important and interesting similarities} that 
I teach, offer a vastly different experience from novice to mastery, especially 
for those training in the Internal Martial Arts.

This version of this particular Qigong is taught in 5 levels, each corresponding 
to a 'Wu Xing' or ‘Five Element’ practice, and its associated aspect of 
physiology,’energy’ development, development of internal strength or 
power,and the even the possible transformation of ‘character’. While easy to 
learn in its basics, its depths, subtlety and higher levels have historically 
escaped most practitioners. This was lamented by the Yang Family.

This Qigong has its roots in the Qigong and Tai Ji Quan as taught by Yang 
Cheng Fu from his Father Yang Chien Hou, and both their subsequent 
Disciples and Students. This obviously led to a variety of approaches and 
stylist versions of this Qigong. Its ‘methods’ are regarded as the elements 
both physical and energetic from the ‘Tai Ji’ of Yang Lu Chan when his son 
Chien Hou changed the Form to teach it in three styles of Large, Medium, and 
Small frame. Yang Cheng Fu carried this on with his further modification of 
Large Frame Tai Ji.

The Qigong went through through some further adaptations in the later days 
of the Ching dynasty{1900’s}. This is part caused by its public release in the 
1930s by Chen Kung, a student of Yang Cheng Fu, and possibly other Yang 
Family Disciples. It gained much interest, but few could decipher how to 
master it, nor understand the bulk of the material revealed. This 
unfortunately has carried on to the present day.

Chens ‘public’ material it seems was also gained under somewhat ‘dubious’ 
circumstances. The story goes{and there are many as with all Chinese ‘wild 
history’} that Chen asked Cheng Fu permission to see the secret Yang Family 
Training Manuals and documents. Eventually albeit reluctantly he was lent 
them for one night only, under strict instructions to return them promptly the 
following morning. Chen had prepared for this. He arranged for a number of 
scribes to work through the night to copy them all before giving them back 
the following morning! Stealing or gaining illicit access to secret manuals or 
oral teaching was and still is not uncommon pass time and endeavour. Its 
almost a tradition in itself. Chen then compiled and edited the information 
including some illustrations, and had them publicly published. With this the 
Yang Family and Disciples were obviously somewhat ‘annoyed’, and formally 
announced and rebuked their authenticity. Soon after they released their own 
‘correct’ version. To ‘save face’ all round Chen Kung admitted the details and 
illustrations of the Yang Shi Qigong and other material could be incorrect, 
and some of the material was his and his only.

Regardless what was borrowed and how, by Chen, this meant that some very 
valuable materiel was put into the public arena that may have never 
surfaced. The Yang's genuinely true originals may still exist, most possibly 
with the lineage's of Chien Hou, Shao Hou, and Pan Hou. Unfortunately the 
with holding information even for a price, still prevails. Traditions die hard. 
Different versions have now surfaced as these family lines have begun to 
open up in the present ‘'Commocracy'’ of modern ‘fill the rice bowl’ China.

I've been inspired by a number of my Teachers to teach openly as this is not 



I've been inspired by a number of my Teachers to teach openly as this is not 
the world nor society of those feudal times anymore, however much some 
would prefer they were. The ‘vitality’ that these Arts offer are needed by 
people to defend against disease and stress, empower for ’self defence’, 
and even develop character. Not to just win tournaments, notoriety, or 
aggrandise oneself. To attune with Nature and the eternal Dao {or whatever 
we wish to name it} is the elusive goal of these Arts.

My understanding of the oral and written material that ‘animates’ the set 
comes from a number of brilliant Teachers influence and instruction. 
This is honed from three decades of Tai Ji Quan and Qigong. My studies 
were influenced by associated Arts over the years, including Yoga,
Oriental Philosophy, Arts, and Chinese Medical Theory. My understanding 
of the Qigong has grown experientially from practicing it, as with the 
influence of Neigong from the Chang {Chang Nai Chou}tradition, and 
Chen,Yang, and Wu style Tai Ji traditions. My interpretation may not be 
another's and is just another ‘finger pointing at the moon’.

This Qigong system is incredibly difficult to master, due to its subtlety, even 
with all the information available. I openly teach the parts and processes I 
know{there are many I may not} in the hope that others can experience the 
excellent results themselves.

The ‘Wu Xing’ and other approaches

The Yang Family, particularly in the abstruse writings of Yang Pan Hou, 
include the ‘5 Elements’ or ‘Wu Xing’ in aspects of high level training. Also a 
mixture of common and arcane Daoist alchemic theories are interwoven into 
their ideas. This was not uncommon practice across Chinese Esoteric history, 
and was often part of making information seem more than it was, or simply 
to hide important information from those deemed ‘unworthy’, behind 
secretive obscure language. Translated into English these texts are very 
difficult to implement without guidance and insight. Oral dialogue and 
transmission in Chinese contains as much in the meaning, as the sound 
used and who uses it. Therefore understandably rarely have these 
methods been adopted into regular practice by Tai Ji practitioners. 

The unique quality of of this instruction is that it can be explained, taught, 
and transmitted within the 5 levels of the Wu Xing’, while facilitating the 
ability for others to learn systematically according to their abilities and 
sensitivities. In that way progression is made at ones own pace through 
the development of sensitivity and feeling. A simple ‘aping’ of external 
movements is without ‘internal content’ can thus be avoided.

The first four Elements can create degrees and types of ‘Internal Strength’, 
prowess and awareness, and at the fifth the Fire Element stage, with a longer 
more complex form, 'Fa Jing' or ‘Explosive Force’ from this reserve of Internal 
Power. This then returns as a cycle in the practitioner to the beginning of the 
five forms 'energetically', completing the cycle and harmonising the Five 
before deeper and more subtle training then naturally unfolds. This forms in 
total one possible method of Daoist 'Inner Alchemy' process as investigated 
and postulated by the Yang Family up until the 1930’s. It is a complete 
practice or an adjunct to Tai Ji Quan, and is usually requires at least 1-3 
years of study and applied practice at its basic levels. 

The Levels and their Attributes

These attributes are just guidelines and are open to personal interpretation 
and expansion, as one develops awareness and power with the Qigong. 
They are to be felt NOT imagined!

This in fact is the most important component to ‘learn’ here. For most of us
this involves a long process of ‘removal’ {the ‘uncarved block’ of Daoism} 
Once this achievement arrives progress advances.



Once this achievement arrives progress advances.
Level One

Element- 'Earth' Nourishing/Growing

Process-Creating the ‘Tai Ji Qigong’ Body. Physically the 
hardest level as the the postures are held for up to 2 minutes 
each longer, as a Zhan Zhuang practice.

Anatomy{Outer Body} Musculature and Blood.

Organs/Meridians. The Spleen and Stomach. 
Esoteric Anatomy{Inner Body}-'Root of the Mind'/Mental 
Focus/Will Power.

Alchemic Process-'Foundation' 
-'Building the Stove' Accepting/absorbing through balanced, 
even emotions, feeling grounded, activating muscles,
'Completeness and Willpower', the support, depth and breadth
 of Earth, 'creating' a 'body of Qi'. Building to ‘store’ to 
‘transform’ to circulate’ Qi through next 4 stages. Moving the 
mind the down throughout the Body.

Symbol-Nourishing TO awaken the dormant seed and the ‘Root’.

Symbolic Animal-Orange Ox/Buffalo

Level Two

Element-'Metal' -’Expanding’

Process-Breathing with the Postures and their movements.

Anatomy{Outer Body} Outer Body-Skin, Fascia. 

Organs/Merdians-Lungs and Large Intestine. 

Esoteric Anatomy{Inner Body} Wei Qi & Speech

Alchemic Process-'Placing the Cauldron’ and  Fanning the 
Fire' -'Breath'{-persisting/ self protection/expression through
 uplifted enthusiastic emotions, engaging with life through 
Courage, the resilience and expansiveness of metal, building Qi.

Symbol-Seed sprouting,strength of penetrating to the surface.

Symbolic Animal-White Tiger

Level Three

Element-’Water’-Cooling’/’Filling’

Process-Animating the Postures slowly and Fluidly.

Anatomy{Outer Body} Bones & Marrow. 

Organs/Merdians-The Kidneys and Bladder.

Esoteric Anatomy{Inner Body}Vitality of Brain/Consciousness.

Maintenance/production/invigoration of Jing{essence}.

Alchemic Process 'The Adding/Mixing and distillation of the ‘Herbs'-



Alchemic Process 'The Adding/Mixing and distillation of the ‘Herbs'-

'Jing, Qi and Shen' Relaxed focus through centred, balanced
and gentle emotions, the cleansing, penetrating,clearness, fullness
and depth of Water. Storing and transforming Jing to Qi.

Symbol- Relates to the upward/outward growth of the shoot to the 
Sapling. The spreading of the roots and ability to receive 
nourishment.

Symbolic Animal-Blue/Black Deer/Snake/Tortoise

Level Four

Element-Wood -’Moving’

Process-Making the body pliable, Elastic. Opening deep processes to 
receive and circulate ‘Water’.

Anatomy{Outer Body}-Tendons Ligaments and Muscles. 

Organs/Merdians-The Liver and Gall Bladder. 

Esoteric Anatomy{Inner Body}Inner Chambers/Gates/Centres/
The Spirit of the Eyes’.

Alchemic Process-'Stirring the Elixir adding refinements 'Smooth flowing 
emotions, strength and vitality, ‘bending the willow, spiralling as grain', the 
growth, smoothness and flexibility of Wood, circulating Qi in spirals and 
waves. 'Opening the Gates, for transformation to Shen'.

Symbol- Relates to the Growth and expansion
of the Tree, its Leaves, and Flower buds.

Symbolic Animal- Green Dragon

Level Five

Element-Fire-’Expressing’

Process-The ability to express the surplus 
vitality of the body without inhibition.

Anatomy{Outer Body}Circulatory System. 

Organs/Merdians-The Heart and Small Intestine,

Esoteric Anatomy{Inner Body}
Clarity,freedom,and natural 
expression of Body and Consciousness/Shen. 
’Zai Ren’-Spontaneity.

Alchemic Process-Ingesting the purified
 Essence of the Elixir'-'Preventing the  Elixir 
from Cooling'{Settled Emotions, 'Spirit residing
/stored at Home/Heart', the uplifting, purifying, 
direct quality of Fire, energising the body,
explosive physical expression with balanced emotions
{Fire produces Earth completing the cycle to initiate new growth},ability 
emitting surplus Qi{the flower and fruit}from gross to subtle forms.

Symbol- Relates to the Flower, and Flower becoming the Fruit.

Symbolic Animal-Red Phoenix
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Focus on an Element

'Metal' is the structural practice of this day Qigong and relates to the alchemic 
property of 'placing the cauldron' or solidifying/condensing the process of ‘Earth’ into 
Metal. It relates to the Lungs and the attributes of courage and how the breath can 
alter and transform the physical body and emotions,speech, and therefore is a tool of 
developing degrees of raised consciousness together with vitality of energy. Metal like 
a sword is double edged. Breathing can either hinder or help the practitioners’ 
advancement. In-depth Breathing techniques and body alignments that are 
requirements, are often absent from most Qigong and Martial tuition. The breath 
improves the quality of blood {oxygen/Qi} and energises the set as learnt and 
practiced at the Earth Level. The set takes on the quality of expansion of the ‘Seed’, 
while the previous was of sustenance while in suspension, and its germination.

This short but powerful 'Metal' version of the set is excellent with its ability to 
energise the Qigong and therefore associated Tai Ji practice. In this way practitioners 
are given further tools to realistically access 'power', or qualities of biological Qi and 
its organ properties. 

In general the Qigong It is suitable for those with back or knee problems who cant 
realistically train in other more difficult Qigong’s, including those I teach. The ‘Wood’ 
level will train the quality of elasticity and flexibility in the body if it is lacking, within 
the limitations of personal abilities. 'Fire’ allows the body to release and refine 
surplus energy through an elastic co-ordinated body.


